
Quick Stop: One presentation $200
Half Day up to three presentations $300
Full Day up to ve presentations $500

All presentations are 30-45 minutes 
depending on the age level

GROWTH MIND SET: 
Words that bloom

K-2, 3-5 Star Powers chapter book series is about a girl in second grade who wants to be an 
astronaut. She also  uses a wheelchair. When I wrote Star Powers I knew exactly whom to 
model her after: my daughter! My daughter is visually-impaired. She doesn’t use a wheelchair,
but she does use a cane to help her know where object are  around her. My daughter never 
lets her mobility challenge to stop her. I didn’t want Star’s disability to stop her. I wanted her
to be brave and teach not only herself but everyone around her that she could do anything—
even become an astronaut!even become an astronaut!

Grades K-2, 3-5: The words you use can help you meet a challenge or create a defeat.  This
presentation teaches children how they can control their own outcomes.

STAR POWERS
Stem Power  .  Special Needs

Jewish Organizations:  Lisa is the first                   author in Metro Detroit. Her 
book could be included into many programs about Israel and Israeli Independence Day.

Grades K-2, 3-5: Circle has to find a dress for the Geometry Ball but can’t fit into the same dresses 
as Triangle,Rectangle and other shapes.  The book meets several Common Core Math and English 
Language Arts goals. Also this book will help build a positive body image!  Children are bombarded
with media messages more than ever. This presentation teaches kids how to be media detectives
and recognize the hidden messages in the media and how to think for themselves.

STEAM LITERACY: 
How to be a Media Detective



LITERACY WORKSHOPS: 
Stories that Bloom

MORE FUN STUFF

Grades K-1, 2-3: This presentation teaches children how to think like a writer.  It teaches children
how to take an idea and transform it into a story.
Grades 4-5: This presentation discusses story structure beyond the beginning, middle, and end. 
It teaches common picture book structures how students can use these formats to create their 
own stories.

STORYTIME YOGATHE BOOK FAIRY
Pre-School, K-1 Lisa tells
stories with yoga poses. 
The children participate
by doing yoga poses with 
Lisa.

Any person can come and 
read, but only Lisa can be 
The Book Fairy!
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Lisa Rose
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